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Dear Paul, 

I appreciate your call a few minutes ago, the time, the explanations and other aspects of the situation you did not address. One is that your friend can react well, if I'm going to have trouble; the hell with it. As longest a Lane lives there will be stub problems and as long as people worry about than they will not do worthedala work then can and should de. 

Lane has been a thief and a commercialiser for years. As an investigator he could not find pubic heir in an overworked and anderolestod whorehouse - at rush hem. This is complicated by his own egossida, which he attributes to all ethers, inoluding me in particular. 110 is not a particularly good thief, having been lulled by nobody over doing anything about it. This situation has changed so radically I have ao chaos: I must and I've bogus. Bo far it is United. For example out there when I was asked to do a broadoaston this I was as forthright as I Could Possibly bo - and en using words like crook. I will be doing more. I've several proposals out on articles. I de not want to do more than is necessary. 

It has come to the point where at XY see and Ina, condition regardless of all the other work for which I cannot find time I have to address this in part to protect myself but more importantly in the national interest. Lane is also a corrupter. Mis oleic ego drives him to bassi/Pea improvisatioas an what he *Asks steals. The Sam Holleman case I mentioned this moraine is one example. I have his writing= this, in an effort to make some credentials for himself. IV present obligation is to try to prevent a new disaster to truth in the House investigation and this means having to confront the craw stuff he is up to. 

Here, as I told you, lets has already bogus. He and his paper, which may electbto do nothing, are outraged. Jia beamed* some copies of Les' stories. When I got than I'll send than to you. I put than in evidence in what is ity suit, as you knew, net Lane's, on I think May * 5. That does not eliminate the copyright. Aside frets this all being ay work or beginning with me, court use does not waive copyright. But I have a tape of a Lane broadcast of 4/15 in which he said "I wadoloxedn all this. '4r the part he was able to try to duplicate. Mere be *reseed the legal line, as he has elsewhere. 
He is a disaster in 'articular to liberals, who are attracted by his glibness and his espousals of what they believe it. They do not realise he is only exploiting than and issues and brings great harm down on all. Garrison is one of the better examples. Bon Ndwards, whether or not be realizes it, is another recent one. I think Edwards knows that his teeth were kicked. Be may not know bow the FBI case to do it. It was his trust in Lane's exploitation of the exploitable without even remembering his own fabric cations of the past and palming then off as reality on Edwards. 
There are few real experts in the fields in which I work. On King only Re .ietear is one. a has been doing the legal work from tall beginning. On JFK perhaps the best other one ie Howard Roffman. There are a few others with substantial knowledge but they have long records of faulted judgements. Nest of the rest are, like Lane, bullebitters. They say be bright but they are bogged down in the morass of disinformation they become the fester-parents of. 

When we could use what was afeibt clearly enough Jim consulted a lawyer whose expertise is in publishing law. I am protected by more than the copyright law and in ways that are more clearly established in case law. I an not going into this because I am not a lawyer and because I do not believe it is the proper basis. I'd rather th have it on an ethical, moral and factual beads, on the *sit basis of who did the work. However. I an not for-getting the legal situation and knowing Lams as I do I as sure it will oome to where I do have to take the steps about which I have already put NBC on notice. 
It happens that today's mail has some of the anclatesmumds evidences of it. After we 



spoke I walked out for the sail. 	only opened the letter from the Archives. I'll 
read it carefully later and respond, if response is called for, then. I'll also be 
copying it foram. Skimming the enclosures indicates that there is enough of an endorse-
ment on some first pages, like from the CIA, to tell who is really doing the work others 
like Lane in particular ripp off and seek to commeroialine. I can't do this kind and this 
amount of work and lay court to Sollywood or New York. When I make the copies I'll send 
some of these first pages to you. You know the FBI's endorsement that is in Post hortem. 
In plain English they told the court I know more about the JFK events and the FBI's 
investigation than anyone in the FBI. 'limn Those are, I think, unique credentials. 

Moral, ethical and legal considerations aside this gets to the quality and the 
quantity of what I offer that others do not and cannot. The work, basically, is mine. 

I do not want to misrepresent the legal situation to you. There is one area in 
which, aside from loaminess law, I have no protection. This is under the POIA, which I 
was largely responsible for getting amended. ' have the %;oneressionel Secort on this. 
What I get becomes available to others. It is now a minor industry to duplicate my 
requests. This means I fight a bard ease, in the hind evidence now I think 8 calendar 
calls and two days of seidentiart hearings in court alone, and a crock like Lane can 
come along and merely write a letter and thereby obtain what I get. This does not, 
however, elves them understanding. They can read Shglith and not get its meaning. I 
have a ourent case of this. Yesterday I wrote as such of it as I could for an addition 
to my third book, which I have to reprint. Another current instance is records that 
others also have, CIA records. The 'look Andersen people were fed it by another. They 
called me to get its seaming. I expect one of his associates as soon as he bap the time. 
Comprehending requires both& know- how and details, factual knowledge. 

You remember my telling you I have the records for another non-fiction Seven Days 
in May? Dozens of people now have those identical records. his Lugedes several lawyers. 
They smother understand them not have the knowledge that leis them fill in what the 
CIA masked in making the copies. I do have the mom-CIA records which fill in all the gaps. 

Natter of fact, Les Whitten came to see me in the hospital. ae had one he could not 
solve but he knew it could be a good story. He showed me a record- that bad been leaked 
to him, I read it in haate, told him who ,to call, what to ask for, and what he'd get o  
and find that it meant. This is bow last otober we established the F3I°8 beck channel 
on all this political stuff. And he is an expert in such matters. Yet he told no that 
I am the last of &dying breed, real investigative reporters. All the current crop 
depend on leaks. He included himself. Leaks and souroes. 

The intereiews4vne is talkieg about are with those who fall within my work and 
in one case work I turned over to Les Peons. This is not safe for the use of others 
nor is it for stealing. Lane oould not care less because others will have to defend, 
not he. He'll get the Wicks he want* and that is his life. More literally than you 
may know.There s is not chance, even with this work to follow up on, that he will have 
anything new. 

Lens is also a symbol. But in his own right he began by wanting to get Rawl Warren. 
With what the Warren court was doing? And by exculpating the Eenvers and the CiAare? 
This is liberalism or progressive belief or practise? This vas also the beginning of my 
understand albs bit guy's twisted mind. lie actually edited all verbatim transcripts 
to eliminate the names of all the lawyers who really did .ti dirty work so the reader 
would have the names of liberals only, Warren and Rankin in particular. Be makes all the 
dirty-workers anonymous by referring to them merely as "counsel" and by roplaing their 
manes and those of the witnesses. the names that actually aPPeer in the transcripts 
that were published, with l and A. With the changed situation anyone who deals with him 
is asking for trouble. He is, I think, a real psychopath. Permissive, articular but 
still orasy. his major defections from his new MR CCI have, I'm told, said this to his face. 

lie is not going to survive this one because be has permitted me no choice. My regret 

is that it confuses and obliterates so such that is worthwhile. Best regards and thanks, 


